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88 A Theory of Negative Concord 

Inn this chapter I wil l formulate my own theory of sentential negation and Negative 
Concord.. From the previous chapters it follows that a theory of NC has to be based on 
threee pillars: syntax, semantics and typology. The theory that I wil l propose is a 
syntax-semanticss interface theory. Hence it wil l be based on the results of both the 
syntacticc and the semantic analyses that have been put forward in the previous 
chapters.. The typological results form the output of this theory, i.e. it should be 
predictedd why certain languages do and others do not exhibit NC and why languages 
changee with respect to that. Thus this theory of NC meets the following criteria: 

 It should be syntactically adequate: the syntactic observations with 
respectt to syntactic status and position of negative elements that have 
beenn formulated in chapters 5 and 6 should form the input for the theory. 

 It should be semantically adequate: the observations from chapter 7, 
namelyy that n-words are neither negative quantifiers, nor NPI's and that 
thee licensing of n-words is a form of (syntactic) agreement, should form 
thee input for the theory as well. 

 It should be typologically adequate: the theory should explain all 
generalisationss with respect to negation and NC that have been 
formulatedd on the basis of the empirical results in chapter 4 and 5, both 
diachronicallyy and synchronically. 

Thiss chapter has been built up as follows: in section 8.1 I wil l formulate a set of 
hypothesess that forms the outline of my proposal, and I wil l show how the correct 
readingss fall out naturally for the different types of languages that have been explored 
inn chapter 5. In section 8.2 I wil l show how the problems that proved to be 
problematicc for the analyses described in chapter 6 and 7 are solved within the 
approachh that I propose, and how the typological distribution of NC languages is 
predictedd by this analysis. Section 8.3 finally shows how the proposed theory for NC 
correspondss to language acquisition and language change (the Jespersen Cycle). 

8.18.1 Proposal 

Thee central idea behind this theory is that Universal Grammar allows for more than 
onee way of expressing negation. The set of languages and varieties that have been 
underr investigation manifested at least two different ways of expressing negation, 
whichh I tentatively call syntactic negation and semantic negation. These different 
wayss are roughly defined as follows:2 3 

Earlierr versions of this proposal have been presented in Zeijlstra (2004a) and Zeijlstra (2004b). 
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(1)) Semantic negation: every negative element corresponds 1:1 to a negative 
operator. . 

(2)) Syntactic negation: negative elements mark the presence of a (c)overt negative 
operator. . 

Thiss classification, which can be divided into several subclasses, forms the core of the 
proposall  that is based on the analyses presented in the previous chapters on the syntax 
andd semantics of negation. 

Itt follows immediately from the definitions in (l)-(2) that the two ways of expressing 
negationn correspond to the cross-linguistic variation with respect to NC. Languages 
thatt exhibit semantic negation, defined as in (1), do not allow a negative element to be 
assignedd a non-negative reading, since every instance of morpho-phonological 
negationn corresponds to a negative operator. As a consequence, these languages do 
nott have n-words at their disposal, since n-words may receive non-negative readings. 
Thereforee languages that express negation by means of semantic negation are Double 
Negationn (DN) languages. 
NCC languages obviously violate the definition in (1) since not every negative element 
correspondss to a negative operator. NC languages fall under the category of syntactic 
negation.. This means that negative elements are not necessarily the realisation of 
negativee operators, but they may also mark the presence of a (c)overt negative 
operator.. In the case of NC, this means that there is only one negative operator, and 
thee other negative elements only mark the presence of this operator. 
Notee that this way of expressing negation opts for different subclasses: it can be the 
casee that no overt negative element corresponds to a negative operator and that the 
negativee operator, responsible for the negative semantics, is only covertly present. It is 
alsoo possible that in a particular language some negative elements correspond to a 
negativee operator (i.e. they are semantically negative), and other negative elements 
aree non-negative, only marking the presence of a negative operator (i.e. being 
syntacticallyy negative). I will argue that the first, strict version of (2) accounts for 
Strictt NC, and that the second, less strict version accounts for Non-Strict NC 
languages. . 

Inn the following subsections I wil l show how this proposed mechanism works in 
detail:: in 8.1.1 I wil l discuss how this mechanism predicts correct syntactic and 
semanticc results for Strict NC languages; in 8.1.2 I wil l describe how this mechanism 
workss for Non-Strict NC languages and in 8.1.3 I wil l discuss how this system works 
forr DN languages. 

8.1.11 Strict Negative Concord 

Thee central hypothesis behind the assumption that NC languages express (sentential) 
negationn by means of syntactic negation (2) is that negation in these languages 
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exhibitss syntactic agreement that, in principle, does not differ from (syntactic) person 
orr tense agreement. 
Inn this subsection I discuss which consequences this view has for the interpretation of 
n-wordss and negative markers and for the syntactic structure of negative expressions. 
Ass has already been shown in chapter 7, n-words are non-negative indefinites that are 
syntacticallyy marked for negation, i.e. they bear an uninterpretable [uNEG] feature, 
thatt at some point during the derivation needs to be checked against an overt or covert 
elementelement that carries an interpretable [iNEG] feature. This feature checking is 
governedd by the syntactic operation Agree. Thus NC is the realisation of an agreement 
relationn between a negative operator and an n-word. 

However,, the assumption that n-words consist of a feature [uNEG] raises four major 
questions:: (i) what is the status of the negative feature of the negative markers in 
Strictt and Non-Strict NC languages; (ii) how is the negative operator introduced; (iii ) 
whatt is the semantic representation of the negative operator 0p_,; and (iv) how does 
thiss mechanism allow for NC relations in which more than one n-word is involved? 

Thee first question is about the semantic properties of negative markers in NC 
languages.. The system proposed provides two different options, and we wil l see that 
bothh options are realised in natural language. The first option is that negative markers 
carryy an uninterpretable [uNEG] feature, the other option is that negative markers 
carryy an interpretable negative feature [iNEG]. I argue that negative markers in Non-
Strictt NC languages carry an [iNEG] feature, but that negative markers in Strict NC 
languagess carry a [uNEG] feature. 
Evidencee that indicates that negative markers in Strict NC languages are semantically 
non-negativee comes from the fact that in these languages negation scopes over 
quantifiers,, like much or many, which dominate the negative marker, whereas this is 
excludedd in Non-Strict NC languages. 

(3)) a. Milan moc «ejedl Czech 
Milann much neg.eat.PERF. 
negg > much: 'Milan hasn't eaten much' 
*muchh > neg: 'There is much that Milan hasn't eaten' 

b.. Molto non ha mangiato Gianni Italian 
Muchh neg has eaten Gianni 
*negg > much: 'Gianni hasn't eaten much' 
muchh > neg: 'There is much that Gianni hasn't eaten' 

Anotherr piece of evidence is that in Strict NC languages, contrary to Non-Strict NC 
languages,, the position of the negative operator is distinct from the position of the 
negativee marker. For example non-subject NPI's may occur to the left of the negative 
marker,, whereas this is forbidden in Strict NC languages. 
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(4)) a. Ani nohu jsem (tam) nevidel. Czech 
Neg-evenn a-leg-ACC.SG I-am (there) neg-seen 
'II  haven't been seeing anyone' 

b.. *Ni una sola alma no he visto Spanish 
Neg-evenn a single soul not I-have seen 
'II  haven't seen anyone' 

Inn (3)a and(4)a, the objects (OB's) are under the scope of the negative operator Op,, 
andd in (3)b and (4) b they are not. In Non-Strict NC languages the negative marker 
mayy coincide with Op^. This is not possible in Strict NC languages. The logical forms 
aree therefore as in (5). 

(5)) a. [NegpO/?-,[vpOBneg[uNEG]-V]] Strict NC 
b.. [Xp OB [Negp neg[iNEG]-V] ] Non-Strict NC 

Hencee negative markers in Strict NC languages are semantically non-negative and are 
thereforee the phonological realisation of a [uNEG] feature. 

Thee second question to be addressed concerns the presence of the negative operator. If 
negativee elements in Strict-NC languages carry [uNEG], they cannot be interpreted as 
negativee operators. Yet, a negative operator should be present in negative sentences, 
bothh for semantic reasons (otherwise these sentences would not be semantically 
negative)) and for syntactic reasons (otherwise there is no element carrying [iNEG] 
thatt negative elements can check their [uNEG] features against). Hence n-words and 
negativee markers need to participate in a feature checking relation with an (abstract) 
negativee operator Op  ̂ that carries [iNEG]. This leads to the following question: why 
iss the negative operator phonologically empty? 
Generallyy the postulation of covert material is a theoretical last resort operation, as it 
iss preferable to derive the semantics of a sentence without adopting abstract material. 
Stilll  there are good arguments to assume the presence of an abstract negative operator: 
(i)) the examples in (3) and (4) prove that the negative marker occupies a different 
positionn in the clause than Op^\ (ii) making the abstract negative operator overt would 
nott change the semantics of negative expressions in Strict NC languages. In those 
casess the negative marker remains semantically non-negative and stands in an Agree 
relationn with an overt negative operator. Although this alternative configuration does 
nott contain covert material, its semantics is identical to the semantics of the 
configurationn with Op-, being phonologically absent. The presence of a negative 
operatorr (carrying [iNEG]) is already triggered by the presence of the negative marker 
carryingg [uNEG], This means that there is no need for speaker or hearer to include an 
overtt negative operator, and hence for reasons of economy, a representation with a 
covertt negative operator is the preferred one. 
Note,, however, that it is not impossible for a language to provide phonological 
contentt for the abstract negative operator. As we saw in 3.2.3, languages that express 
negationn by means of a negative marker Neg° may include a second negative marker 
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thatt eventually can be reinterpreted as the negative operator (along the lines of the 
Jespersenn Cycle).264 

Thee third question concerns the semantics of the negative operator Op-,. I adopt the 
analysiss proposed by Giannakidou (1997), following Heim (1982), that the negative 
operatorr is an adverbial operator that not only introduces negation at LF, but also 
bindss all open variables under existential closure. Hence the meaning of the negative 
operatorr is: 

(6)) [[OpJ]=^(3f 65 

Thiss means that all free variables that are introduced in vP or below will be bound by 
thee existential quantifier that is induced by Op^. One variable that can be introduced 
inn vP is the event variable e (7). 

(7)) Paul didn't arrive 
-aetarrive'Ce,, p)]266 

Otherr variables are introduced by indefinite DP arguments or indefinite adverbs. As I 
arguedd in chapter 7, n-words are indefinite elements that introduce a free variable. I 
followw Von Stechow (1993, 2004) that indefinite arguments or adverbs are of type 
«e,t>t>> which have a predicative but no quantificational nature. Hence the meanings 
off  n-words are as in (8). 

(8)) a. [[n-body]] - A.P.[PersoiT(x) & P(x)] 
b.. [[n-thing]] = AP.[Thrag'(x) & P(x)] 
c.. [[n-ever]] = XP.[Time'(t) & P(t)] 
d.. [[n-where]] = XP.[Place\p) & P(p)] 

Notee that n- (the n-word corresponding to no in English) is of type «e, t>, « e , t > , t» 
(9),, as it requires two predicates. 

(9)) [ [n- ] ]=mQ[P(x)&Q(x) ] 

Hencee if one or more n-words are base-generated in vP, their free variables are 
unselectivelyy bound by the same existential quantifier that is introduced by Op^, 
leadingg to single negation readings without unbound variables. In a Strict NC 

2644 French pas is a good example of such a negative operator. Italian mai may be analysed in the same 
way. . 
2655 The brackets indicate optionality. If there is no open variable, the negative operator wil l not 
introducee existential closure. 
2666 This reading is not complete yet. Other variables such as temporal or modal variables may be 
introducedd later on and bound by an other existential quantifier. Otherwise thesentence means that 
'Paull  never arrived.' This fact supprts the analysis stated in chapter 6.3 that said that in most languages 
NegPP is dominated by TP, which assumably introduces temporal variables. 
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languagee such as Greek a sentence as (10) has a reading in which x and e are both 
boundd by negation. 

(10)) Dhen irthe KANENAS 
Negg came n-body 
'Nobodyy came' 
-tBcxCame'te,, x) 

Laterr in this subsection I wil l show how these readings compositionally follow from 
thee proposed syntactic structure. 

Thee fourth question addresses NC relations between two or more elements containing 
[uNEG]]  features. As I concluded above, this is the case for every instance of Strict 
NC,, since the n-words and negative markers carry a [uNEG] feature in these 
languages.. I argue that these NC relationships are the result of multiple agreement (cf. 
Uraa 1996 and Haraiwa 2000, 2001), i.e. the possibility that multiple elements with a 
[uF]]  feature check their features against one single element carrying [iF] (cf. also 
2.1.3). . 
Chomskyy (2001) argues that multiple Agree is illici t because it violates the Defective 
Interventionn Constraint (9). 

(11)) *a > p > y, whereby a, p, y match and > is a c-command relation. 

II $ 
Inn (9) Agree(a, y) is not allowed since p is a matching goal and (3 is inactive as a result 
off  Agree with another probe. In the case, however, in which p is not inactive yet (its 
featuree has not been deleted yet in the derivation) this constraint also forbids a 
simultaneouss feature checking relation between a and (3 and a and y. 

(12)) *a > J3 > y, whereby a, P, y match and > is a c-command relation. 

\L£3 \L£3 
Thee reason why (12) is ruled out is because the Defective Intervention Constraint is a 
representationall  condition (i.e. a filter). Since p becomes inactive after Agree(a, p), 
Agree(a,, y) is ruled out according to (9). 
Haraiwaa (2000, 2001) argues, however, that the DIC in its present form is too strict to 
accountt for several empirical phenomena, such as multiple nominatives in Japanese 
(seee also chapter 1.1.3) and he proposes to replace the representational DIC by a less 
powerfull  derivational DIC, that (i) forbids inactive goals to intervene in an Agree 
relation,, but (ii ) allows a probe to check for all possible goals in an 'accessible' 
domain.. Hence, after merger of the probe, multiple elements may stand in an Agree 
relationn with the probe. 
Thiss still rules out cases as in (9), but allows multiple feature checking as in (12), as 
longg as p is still active. I follow Haraiwa in assuming that the Defective Intervention 
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Constraintt should be derivational, which allows multiple feature checking as a single 
syntacticc operation as in (13): 

(13)) a > P > y, whereby a is probe and p, y are matching goals for a and > is a c-
|| /fi /^ command relation. 

Underr these assumptions multiple Agree also applies to NC as multiple [uNEG] 
featuress can stand in an Agree relation with one negative operator [iNEG] as long as 
noo intervening negative element has its [uNEG] feature checked at an earlier stage of 
thee derivation. 

Too summarise, the analysis for Strict NC languages is as follows: 

 Negative markers are the phonological realisation of a [uNEG] feature. 
 N-words are semantically non-negative indefinites that carry a [uNEG] 

feature. . 
 Negation is introduced by a covert Negative operator Op  ̂ in Spec,NegP that 

carriess an [iNEG] feature. Op  ̂ does not only introduce a negation at LF, but 
alsoo unselectively binds all free variables under existential closure. 

 NC is the result of multiple Agree between Op^, the negative marker and any 
presentt n-words. 

 The reason for the absence of an overt negative operator is functional: its 
phonologicall  realisation would not contribute to the interpretation of the 
sentence. . 

Noww I wil l illustrate how this analysis explains the correct semantics for six 
prototypicall  languages of the phases of the Jespersen Cycle: Czech (Phase I), Catalan 
(Phasee II)267, Middle Dutch (Phase III) , West Flemish (Phase IV), Bavarian (Phase V) 
andd (substandard) English (Phase VI). 

PhasePhase I: Czech 
Czechh is a Strict NC language in which the negative marker forms a prefix on Vfin (8). 

(14)) Milan «evidi Czech 
Milann neg.sees 
'Milann doesn't see' 

Thee negative marker in Czech is the realisation of a feature [uNEG] that needs to be 
eliminatedd at some point during the derivation. This feature [uNEG] projects a 
categoryy Neg°. The specifier position of this projection, Spec,NegP is filled by Op^, 
whichh carries [iNEG]. Hence feature checking takes place under spec-head agreement 
inn NegP,, and [uNEG] is deleted. 

2677 Catalan exhibits two different dialects: one dialect that is a Non-Strict NC language and another 
dialectt that shows Strict NC behaviour. Obviously the Strict NC variety wil l be analysed here. 
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(15)) [Negp O/MiNEG] Neg0
[aNBG] [vP Milan «evidi[uNE6] ]] 

tt  I 
Thee LF of (14) consists of the negative operator that induces a Boolean negation and 
existentiall  closure of the event variable that is introduced by v°. 

(16)) NegP: -,3esee'(e, m) 

- i 33 Neg': see'(e, m) 

Op^Op  ̂ Neg° vP: see'(e, m) 

DP:: m v': A.x.see'(e, x) 

Milann A.x v°: see'(e, x) 

I I 
nevidi i 

Inn the case of NC constructions, things work in a similar fashion. In (17) the sentence 
doess not only contain a negative marker, but also an n-word in object position. The 
meaningg of the sentence has one negation only. 

(17)) Milan «evidi nikoho Czech 
Milann neg.sees n-body 
'Milann doesn't see anybody' 

Bothh Vfin and the indefinite nikoho 'n-body' are marked for negation by means of an 
uninterpretablee feature [uNEG]. The negative feature [uNEG] projects Neg° and Op^ 
occupiess Spec,NegP. Since Agree is subject to locality conditions that require the 
negativee verb and the negative object to be in the same phase as the negative operator 
orr on the phase edge of the lower phase, the object moves to a vP adjunct position, 
leadingg to the syntactic representation in (18). 
Underr Multipl e Agree both negative elements are allowed to have their negative 
featuress checked against the same Op  ̂ that is located in Spec,NegP. Hence no 
[uNEG]]  feature remains undeleted. 

(18)) [NegP O/MiNEG] [VP nikoho[afse\ [vP Milan [v° «evidi[aWB6] ]] ] 

Thiss syntactic representation leads to a single semantic negation, as the only 
semanticallyy negative element is the abstract negative operator. According to the 
definitionss in (8), nikoho 'n-body' is an indefinite that has no quantificational 
propertiess and introduces a free variable. This variable wil l be bound through 
existentiall  closure under the negative operator, yielding an existential reading —13 (cf. 
Heimm 1982, 1983, Acquaviva 1995, Giannakidou 1997 for similar treatments). 
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(19)) NegP: ^3e,u[Person'(u) & see'(e, m, u)] 

—133 Neg': Person'(u) & see'(e, m, u) 

Op-,Op-, Neg° vP: Xx.[Person'(u) & see'(e, x, u)](m) = 
Person'(u)) & see'(e, m, u) 

DP:: m vP: Xx.[Person'(u) & see'(e, x, u)] 

Milann Xx vP: XP. [person'(u) & P(u)]( Xy.see'(e, x,y)) 
Person'(u)) & see'(e, x, u) 

DP P 
I I 

XP.[person'(u)) & P(u)] Xy v°: see'(e, x,y) 

II  I  . 
nikohonikoho «evidi 

Czechh NC constructions with a subject n-word in postverbal position are similar to 
constructionss with n-words in object or non-argument position (20). 

(20)) Ne\o\a nikdo. 
Neg-callss n-body 
'Nobodyy is calling' 

Thee n-word, being base-generated in Spec,vP position, and Vf,n both carry a [uNEG] 
featuree that is deleted against Op^s [iNEG] feature under multiple Agree (21). Since 
thee uninterpretable features have been checked against the [iNEG] feature of Op^, the 
derivationn converges at LF and will be interpreted as a single negation. The negative 
operatorr is in its turn responsible for the introduction of the negation in the semantic 
representationn as well as for the binding of the variables e and u (22). 

(21)) [Negp Op -41NEG] [Neg° «evola|HNBG] [vP nikdo[&®ei\] 

(22)) nevola —> call'(e, x) 
nikdoo ~~> XP.[person'(u) & P(u)] 
nikdo(nevola)) ~~> XP.[person'(u) & P(u)] (Xx. call'(e, x)) 

== person'(u) & call'(e, u) 
oopp^^ ~~> - a 
Op^Op  ̂ (nikdo(nevola)) —> -i3e,u[person'(u) & call'(e, u)] 

Ass Czech is a Strict NC language, the reverse order of Vfin and the subject at surface 
structuree is also grammatical with an NC reading. The underlying syntactic 
representationss do not differ crucially. In (21) I proposed that Vf,n moves along with 
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thee verb to Neg°. I assume that Vfin in (23) remains at v°. Hence (23) has a syntactic 
structuree as in (24). 

(23)) Nikdo nevo\L 
N-bodyy neg-calls 
'Nobodyy is calling' 

(24)) [NegP Op ĵxEG] [VP nikdo\#&G] [v= wevola[„nsG]]]] 

PhasePhase II:  Catalan 
Catalann is an interesting language in the study of negation. First it exhibits regional 
varietyy with respect to being Strict or Non-Strict NC. Second, in several varieties of 
Catalan,, a second negative marker pas ('step') can optionally be included in a 
negativee expression. Hence it is a language in Jespersen Phase II . In this subsection I 
discusss the Strict NC variety of Catalan only. 

Inn (25) negation is expressed by means of two negative markers. 

(25)) No sera (pas) facil Catalan 
Negg will.3sg neg/step easy 
"Itt won't be easy' 

II  adopt the standard assumption that no is base-generated in Neg° (Giannakidou & 
Querr 1995). This analysis is in line with the observation (see 6.4) that the negative 
markerr blocks true negative imperatives in Catalan (cf. Grinstead 1998). 

(26)) *\No canta esa canción! Catalan 
Negg sing.imp that song 
'Don'tt sing that song' 

II  adopt that pas, as in French, originates in a vP adjunct position. Furthermore I take 
paspas to carry [uNEG] as it is optional, and it does not have to participate in the 
expressionn of negation. 
Sincee preverbal negative markers carry [uNEG] in Strict NC languages, (25) has a 
syntacticc representation with two elements that need to check their [uNEG] feature 
againstt the [iNEG] feature of the abstract Op^ 

(27)) [Negp Op̂ [iNEG] [Neg° AfyfcNea] sera [vP pas[tiWeG] facil]]] 

Inn (28) we find an instance of NC in Catalan that has three negative elements: no and 
paspas and an object n-word ningü 'n-body'. 

(28)) No vuil pas acusar ningü 
Negg want. 1SG neg accuse n-body 
'II  don't want to accuse anyone (at all)' 
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Assumingg that ningu is in a vP adjunct position at some point during the derivation as 
welll  as pas is, the NC reading follows immediately as a result of multiple agreement 
betweenn the [iNEG] feature of the negative operator and the [uNEG] features of the 
threee negative elements. As there is only one element carrying [iNEG], there is only 
onee negation at LF. 

( 2 9)) [NegP Op^ïSEG] [Neg0 M>[«*H5G]  ̂ [vP/WS[«NBG] [VP ^ « ^ [ « N B G] aCCUSar]] ]] 

PhasePhase III:  Standard French 
Standardd French is a prototypical Phase III language. It is both a Strict NC language 
(ass the negative subject can be followed by the preverbal negative marker ne) and a 
Non-Strictt NC language (since the negative subject cannot yield an NC reading if it is 
followedd by pas). In this section, I wil l discuss Strict NC examples of French only. 

Standardd sentential negation in French (30) consists of the element ne, base-generated 
inn Neg°, carrying [uNEG], and pas, base-generated in a vP adjunct position, moved to 
Spec,NegP,, and carrying [iNEG]. Hence «e's [uNEG] feature is deleted after 
checkingg against pas' [iNEG] feature, as in (31). 

(30)) Jean ne mange pas French 
Jeann neg eats neg 
'Jeann doesn't eat' 

(31)) [Negp pas[iNEG]i [Neg° ne mange[uN6G]] [vp tj Jean ]] 

Ass pas carries [iNEG], it is an overt realisation of the negative operator. Hence pas 
translatess as - ,3. Hence the negation and the existential quantifier introduced by pas 
bindd the event variable, and sentential negation is yielded. 

(32)) ^3eeat'(e,j) 

NCC constructions in French do not allow the presence of pas. Given that ne and n-
wordss in standard French carry [uNEG], the negative operator in Standard French 
needss to be realised covertly. Therefore (33) has a syntactic representation as in (34). 

(33)) Jean ne mange rien (*pas) French 
Jeann neg eats n-thing 
'Jeann doesn't eat anything' 

(34)) [Negp Op îNEG] [Neg° ne-mangei[«N6e]] [VP rien(aNBe] Jean t,]] 

Thee semantics follows immediately from (34). Op  ̂ induces the negation, which binds 
alll  free variables under existential closure. The sentence obtains a reading as in (35). 

(35)) -a „ea t ' (e , j , x) 
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Casess in which the subject in French precedes the negative marker ne are slightly 
moree complicated, since the abstract negative operator and personne 'n-body' are 
bothh located to the left of ne, and Spec,NegP appears to be doubly filled. However, as 
personnepersonne has been base-generated at an earlier stage in the derivation in Spec,vP, it is 
licensedd by the negative operator in Spec,NegP (37). 

(36)) Personne ne mange 
N-bodyy neg eats 
'Nobodyy eats' 

French h 

(37)) [Negp 0/̂ [iNEG] [Neg° ne- mangei(ttNBG)] [vPpersonne[iimG] [v° t,]]] 

Thee derivation in (37) is interpreted as 

(38)) -,3e,x[Person'(x) & Eat'(e, x)] 

Thee structure in (37) does not reflect the word order at surface structure, as the subject 
inn French obligatorily moves to SpecJP and the negative marker, being incorporated 
inn Vfin, moves to T°. However, extraction of the subject out of the negative quantifier 
iss not allowed, since the variable introduced by the subject needs to be bound by the 
existentiall  quantifier. In order to solve this problem, I argue that the subject forms a 
compoundd with the negative operator, and that this compound, consisting of the 
negativee operator (introducing existential closure) and the subject indefinite personne, 
movess to Spec,TP. 

(39) ) 

[0/?^j-personnek]ii  T 

Ass the internal order of the relevant items has not been changed, the movement from 
Negg to T (both head and specifier movement), does not influence the interpretation in 
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(38).. In (39) the negative operator still precedes all n-words, and hence all free 
variabless remain bound. 

PhasePhase IV: West Flemish 
Westt Flemish is a Phase IV language, which means that the preverbal negative marker 
enen is no longer obligatorily present to express sentential negation, and that the 
adverbiall  negative nie(t) is the main expression of sentential negation. As West 
Flemishh is a Strict NC language (as has been shown in chapter 4), n-words may 
precedee both negative markers, and still yield an NC reading. In light of the previous 
discussionn this implies that both negative markers in West Flemish carry [uNEG]. 
Hencee the way NC readings are composed in West Flemish does not differ 
significantlyy from the composition of NC readings in other languages, except for the 
factt that a vP adjunct position may be overtly filled with an element carrying [uNEG]. 

AA simple negative sentence as in (40) contains one or two negative markers that are 
licensedd by the abstract negative operator (41), yielding the interpretation (42). 

(40)) ... da Valere nie (en) klaapt 
.... that Valere neg neg talks 
'.... that Valere doesn't talk' 

(41)) [Negp Ö/MiNEG] [vP »te[»*JEG] Valere [v° ew-klaapt[rf«G]]]] 

(42)) -ae[Talk'(e, v)] 

Thiss mechanism also applies if an n-word is included as in (43). Every negative 
elementt carries a [uNEG] feature that is checked against the negative operator, and 
everyy variable that is introduced (either the event variable introduced by v°, or the 
variablee that is introduced by the n-word nieman 'n-body') is bound under negative 
existentiall  closure that is applied by Op-, (44). Hence the reading of (43) is as (45). 

(43)) ... da Valere tegen nieman nie en klaapt 
.... that Valere neg neg talks 
\ . .. that Valere doesn't talk' 

(44)) [Negp Op̂ [INEG] [[PP tegen nieman[t&&&\  [vp niet{^m&\ Valere 

[v°° (ert)-klaapt[HNfcG]]]] ] 

(45)) -ae,x[TaIk_to'(e, v, x)] 

2688 This analysis in terms of compounding is a consequence of the fact that LF will interpret a sentence 
afterr every phase has been spelled out. In a model of the syntax-semantics interface that immediately 
interpretss new-formed constructions, such an analysis is superfluous: the order Op  ̂> personne, would 
bee sent to LF and syntactic change with respect to that order would not influence this interpretation. 
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Constructionss in which a subject n-word precedes the negative markers en and nie 
(46)) are accounted for by the fact that the abstract operator in Spec,NegP has 
dominatedd the subject n-word in Spec,vP. In order to move to a higher position in the 
clause,, the subject n-word scrambles out of vP and forms a compound with the 
negativee operator in order to fulfi l the syntactic and semantic licensing conditions and 
ann NC reading is rendered, similar to French (39). 

(46)) ... da nieman {nie) {en) klaapt 
.... that Valere neg neg talks 
\ . .. that Valere doesn't talk' 

(47)) [\egp Op-̂ NEG] [niemani^f^) [vP nie^^^EG] Valere 
[v°° e«-klaapt[aNBG]]]] ] 

(48)) ^3CA[Talk_to'(e, x)] 

PhasePhase V: Bavarian 
Bavariann is a Strict NC language classified as a Jespersen Phase V language. The 
negativee marker carries [uNEG] and n-words are non-quantificational indefinites that 
carryy [uNEG] as well. Negation is expressed by means of an abstract negative 
operatorr Op^EG] that binds all free variables under existential closure (49)-(51). 

(49)) ... dass s'Maral an Hans ned hairadn woid 
.... that the.Maral the Hans neg marry wants 
\ . .. that Maral doesn't want to marry Hans' 

(50)) [NegP Op îNEG] Neg° [S'Maral [an Hans [vP ned\^sG] [v°] [VP hairadn]]]]] 

(51)) -3c[Many'(e, m, h)] 

NCC readings in Bavarian are derived in a similar fashion, where an additional n-word 
enterss in a feature-checking relation with Op  ̂ as well, and its free variable is bound 
underr existential closure. 

(52)) S'Maral woid koanenedhairadn 
The.Marall  wants n-one neg marry 
"Marall  doesn't want to marry anybody' 

(53)) [Negp Op [̂iNEG] Neg° [S'Maral [koane [vp ned[umG] [v° woid] [vp hairadn]]]]] 

(54)) -ac,x[Marry'(e, m, x)] 

Thee same mechanism applies to NC constructions with an n-word in subject position. 
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Onee issue has remained unsolved so far. NC in Bavarian, West Flemish and the other 
Dutchh NC varieties is not obligatory, i.e., the negative marker(s) may be absent in 
sentencess that contain an n-word. Although one could argue in the case of West 
Flemishh that the optionality of NC is due to the fact that the language changes from a 
Phasee IV (NC) language to a Phase V language that lacks NC. However, such an 
analysiss does not account for the fact that Bavarian does not exhibit obligatory NC 
either,, as is illustrated in (55). The question is of course why in all other observed NC 
languagess the n-word obligatorily needs to be accompanied by a preverbal negative 
marker,, whereas this seems to be optional in Bavarian. 

(55)) S'Maral woid koane hairadn 
The.Marall  wants n-one marry 
'Marall  doesn't want to marry Hans' 

Weisss (2002) relates this optionality to the fact that Bavarian allows scrambling. He 
arguess that n-words need to move out of vP to NegP in order to establish feature 
checkingg relations with Neg° {ned in Bavarian, non in Italian, according to Weiss) 
underr spec head configuration.269 Weiss suggests that this movement is realised 
overtly,, whereas this movement takes place in Romance languages after Spell-out. 
However,, the assumption of post Spell-Out movement in Romance is stipulative, and 
itt can be shown that this movement is unnecessary. The reason why NC is always 
obligatoryy in Romance languages (in sentences containing an n-word) is related to 
scope.. Without the preverbal negative marker the n-word, could only be licensed 
insidee vP by an abstract Op-,, in which it would yield a reading where negation is 
dominatedd by the existential quantifier that binds the event variable. Since n-words 
aree indefinites and lack quantificational properties, n-words cannot raise out of vP as a 
resultt of QR either (whereas this is possible in DN languages, since negative terms are 
quantificationall  in those languages). Hence the additional preverbal negative marker 
iss needed, because it is the only way to ensure that Op  ̂ applies at a position higher 
thann vP. 
Sincee Bavarian and West Flemish allow scrambling, n-words move out of vP to a 
positionn between Op-, and vP. Therefore the overt expression of the negative marker 
inn a vP adjunct position is no longer needed, since the presence of Op_, above vP (in 
NegP)) has already been marked. This explains the possible absence of ned in 
Bavariann or nie in West Flemish negative expressions. 

PhasePhase VI: (Substandard) English 
Finally,, a brief remark about English, which I consider to be a Phase VI language. 
Mostt substandard varieties of English are NC varieties (cf. Labov 1966, Ladusaw 
1992,, Anderwalt 2002), which come about either as Strict NC languages (A-varieties 
inn Ladusaw's terms) or Non-Strict NC languages (B-varieties). This observation is in 
linee with the analysis put forward in chapter 6.1 that negation in English is a syntactic 
categoryy and hence yields a NegP in negative expressions. Hence substandard 

Notee that I take ned to be a negative specifier. 
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expressionss such as (56) can be analyzed as multiple agreement of [uNEG] features 
againstt a single Op~, (57)-(58). 

(56)) John d'idn 't do nothing 
'Johnn did/7 't do anything' 

(57)) [Negp Op îNEG] [Neg° « ''[*>*&] ] [vP do nothing{MSG]]] 

(58)) -.3„[Do'(e, j ,x)] 

Inn all the examples above I have shown that Strict NC is the realisation of multiple 
agreementt with negation. Furthermore I have argued that n-words, as well as v°, 
introducee free variables, which have to be bound by existential closure. The negative 
operator,, realised abstractly in strict NC languages, introduces this existential 
quantifier.. Finally, I have shown that this mechanism applies in Jespersen Phase 1 to 
PhasePhase VI languages, with minor variation with respect to the position of the negative 
adverbb and the possibility for n-words to scramble out of vP. 

8.1.22 Non-Strict Negative Concord 

Now,, I wil l discuss the difference between Strict and Non-Strict NC languages. As I 
arguedd in the previous subsection, this difference can be reduced to the status of the 
[NEG]]  feature of the negative marker. In Strict NC languages, the negative marker 
carriess [uNEG] and needs to stand in a checking relation with Op^. 
Inn Non-Strict NC languages however the negative marker carries [iNEG] and it is the 
realisationn of the negative operator. Hence, the interpretation of a negative marker in a 
Non-Strictt NC language, such as Italian non, is defined as in (59). 

(59)) [[non]]=-.(3)27° 

Inn NC constructions in which all n-words occur to the right of the negative marker, 
thee syntactic and semantic requirements are fulfilled in a similar fashion as in Strict 
NCC languages . 

(60)) Non ha telefonato a nessuno 
Nott has called to n-body 
'Hee hasn't called anybody' 

(61)) [Negp [Neg° wo«[iNEG]] tvP ^a telefonato a nessunoi^^EG]] 

(62)) -ae,x[CalT(e, he, x)] 

Bracketss read as optionality. 
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Thingss are different, however, in the case of an n-word in preverbat subject position. 
Thee subject n-word, being base-generated in Spec,vP has eliminated its [uNEG] 
featuree after Agree with non, and its free variable is bound by the existential quantifier 
introducedd by non (63)-(65). 

(63)) Non ha telefonato nessuno 
Negg has called n-body 
'Nobodyy called' 

(64)) [a Gianni [Negp [Neg° WO«[JNEG]] [VP ha telefonato nessuno[^iEG\]] 

(65)) -aw [Ca i r (e, x, g)] 

Inn this case the sentence is well-formed, as the n-word has its feature checked against 
[iNEG]]  and the variable introduced by nessuno is bound by the negative operator. The 
factt that this variable is bound implies that the indefinite nessuno is no longer allowed 
too move out of the domain that is introduced by the negative quantifier, i.e., out of the 
domainn c-commanded by non. If the n-word raises out of this domain as in (66), it 
wouldd have a variable as its argument that has been bound by a lower quantifier. Such 
constructionss are illici t at LF (67). 

(66)) *Nessuno non ha telefonato 
N-bodyy neg has called 
'Nobodyy called' 

(67)) *[T P [Person'(x) & Call'(e, x)] [NegP -,3ej[] ] 

Thiss analysis is supported by the fact that n-words are allowed to participate in NC 
relationss if non is absent. In that case, the first n-word is licensed by the abstract 
negativee operator Op  ̂ with which it forms a compound (68)-(70). 

(68)) Nessuno ha telefonato a nessuno 
Nott has called to n-body 
'Nobodyy called anybody' 

(69)) [Negp [Op^[\yiEG]-Nessuno[^^Q]i] [vP tj ha telefonato a nessuno[lamQ]\ 

(70)) -13e,x,y[Person'(x) & Person'(y) & Call'(e, x, y)] 

Thee examples above show that Non-Strict NC readings immediately follow as a 
consequencee of the fact that negative markers in these languages carry [iNEG]. 

Anotherr prediction that follows from this analysis is that negative markers in 
languagess with more than one negative marker may vary with respect to the 
interpretabilityy of their [NEG] feature. This prediction is born out, as is illustrated by 
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Standardd French, a Phase III language. Standard French has two negative markers, 
«<?[UNEG]]  and pas[MEG]- In simple negative expressions pas moves out of its vP adjunct 
positionn to Spec,NegP and from there it takes scope over the entire vP (71). In NC 
constructionss one n-word obligatorily raises to Spec,NegP to form a compound with 
Op^Op  ̂ that is base-generated in Spec,NegP (72). 

(71)) [TP Jean [T° [ne mange],] [NcgP/?a5 t{\]  Standard French 
Jeann neg eats n-thing 
'Johnn doesn't eat anything'' 

(72)) [TP Jean [T° [ne mange]i] [Negp rien tj ] Standard French 
Johnn neg eats n-thing 
'Johnn doesn't eat anything' 

Iff  a subject n-word personne moves to Spec,NegP, it forms a compound with Op  ̂and 
establishess an NC relation (73). If pas is included in such a sentence, it cannot move 
too Spec,NegP (since it is occupied by Op  ̂ that licenses personne). Hence pas has to 
remainn in situ and the sentence yields a DN reading (74). 

(73)) Personne ne mange Standard French 
N-bodyy neg eats 
'Nobodyy eats' 

(74)) Personne ne mange pas Standard French 
N-bodyy neg eats neg 
'Nobodyy doesn't eat' 

AA similar analysis holds for Romanian. Romanian has two distinct negative markers, 
nunu for tensed and infinitival clauses and ne for other untensed clauses such as 
participless or gerunds. Romanian is a Strict NC language, since the subject n-word is 
allowedd to occur to the left of nu. However, the behaviour of untensed negative 
clausess (participles or gerunds) is typically Non-Strict NC. 
Thiss distinction follows immediately by assuming that nu carries [uNEG] and ne 
carriess [iNEG]. 

(75)) a. Nimeni *(nu) vine271 Romanian 
N-bodyy neg comes 
'Nobodyy comes' 

b.. Nimic a *(nu) manca 
N-thingg to neg eat 
'Nothingg to eat' 

**  ' Data are from Teodorescu (2004). 
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(76)) a. Un film de nimeni (*«e)vazut Romanian 
AA movie by n-body neg.seen 
'AA movie seen by nobody' 

b.. Articol niciodata (*«e)citat 
Paperr n-ever neg.quoted 
lAA never quoted paper' 

Too summarise, the distinction between Strict NC and Non-Strict NC languages 
followss immediately from the difference between [uNEG] and [iNEG] markers. Apart 
fromm this, the analysis for the construction, derivation and interpretation of Strict NC 
andd Non-Strict NC expressions is identical. 

8.1.33 Double Negation 

Inn this subsection I wil l discuss the derivations and interpretations of multiple 
negativee expressions in Double Negation languages. Double Negation languages 
expresss negation by means of semantic negation, which implies that every negative 
elementt is lexically negative. In minimalist terms these negative elements carry an 
interpretablee negative feature [iNEG]. If every negative element carries a feature 
[iNEG],, and there are no elements with uninterpretable negative features [uNEG], no 
syntacticc operation with respect to negation is triggered. This means that the 
informationn about negation that has already been encoded in the lexicon enters the 
levell  of semantic representation without being subject to specific syntactic 
requirements. . 

Fromm the generalisations of chapter 5 it follows that Double Negation languages can 
expresss negation only by means of a negative adverb, which has been base-generated 
inn a vP-adjunct position. As a result of the fact that it is not needed to check negative 
featuress of the negative adverb, and there is no overt head Neg° present that needs to 
havee its uninterpretable [uNEG] features checked, movement of the negative adverb 
fromm a vP adjunct position to a Spec,NegP position is unmotivated and therefore ruled 
outt under minimalist assumptions. 

Givenn the fact that negative clauses in Double Negation languages do not exhibit 
movementt to a position in a functional projection NegP, there is no ground to assume 
thee presence of such a functional projection: Double Negation languages do not have 
aa functional projection NegP, i.e., negation in such languages is not a syntactic 
category.. In section 8.3, I wil l explain in detail how negation can be acquired as a 
syntacticc category. 

Underr these assumptions the semantic representations of negative elements in Double 
Negationn languages are straightforward: negative elements are already negative in 
theirr lexical semantic representation. Negative elements are either negative quantifiers 
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orr negative markers. Negative Quantifiers are analysed as generalised quantifiers as in 
(77). . 

(77)) [[n-Q]] = M>^3x,...[Q(x) & P(x)]272'273 

Thee negative marker is the phonological realisation of the [iNEG] feature and 
translatess as the negative operator -i(3). For the very fact that it is an operator, the 
negativee operator is able to bind free variables that have been introduced in an earlier 
stagee in the derivation (such as event variables) unselectively. 

Thee correct readings of single and multiple negative sentences in Double Negation 
languagess such as Standard Dutch fall out naturally. 

(78)) Jan loopt niet Standard Dutch 
Jann walks neg 
'Johnn doesn't walk' 

Thee sentence in (78) contains a negative adverb only and yields sentential negation. 
Duringg the derivation, after the merger of verb and subject, the negative adverb takes 
vPP as its complement and negates the proposition, after which the subject moves out 
too Spec,TP" . This stage of the derivation is represented in (79). 

(79)) [Tp Jani [vP niet [vP tj loopt]]] 

Thiss syntactic structure is interpretated as in (80), which corresponds to the negation 
off  the proposition John walks. 

(80)) vP: -,3e.walk'(e,j) 

-.33 vP: -,walk'(e,j) 

niett DP: j v': A.x.walk'(e,x) 

Jann A.X v: walk'(x) 
I I 

loopt t 

Inn (81) the sentential negation is the result of the negative quantifier niemand 
'nobody'' that takes scope over the non-negative predicate, yielding the correct 
readingg (83). 

2722 0 e {Person', Thing', ...} 
!733 The dots indicate that the existential quantifier is also allowed to bind free variables that have 
remainedd unbound during the derivation. 

Leavingg out V2 effects and other phenomena irrelevant to the present discussion. 
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(81)) Niemand loopt Standard Dutch 
Nobodyy walks 
'Nobodyy walks' 

(82)) [vp Niemand loopt] 

(83)) vP: -,3e,x[person'(x) & walk'(e,x)] 

DP:: AP.-,3x[person'(x) & P(x)] v': Xy.walk'(e,y) 

niemandd A.y v°: walk ' (e,y) 

,1 1 
loopt t 

A nn example of Double Negation can be found in (84): the negative quantifier niemand 
' nobody'' is applied to a negative predicate, yielding a Double Negation reading as in 
(86).. In this case the negative operator niet denies the predicate, and the negative 
quantifierr niemand 'nobody' is applied to the negated predicate. As the subject has 
movedd across the negative operator, lambda abstraction takes place after the predicate 
hass been negated by niet. 

(84)) Niemand loopt niet Standard Dutch 
Nobodyy walks neg 

'Nobodyy doesn't walk' = 'Everybody walks' 

(85)) [TP Niemand, [vP niet [vp t; loopt]]] 

(86)) TP: -,3x[person'(x) & -,3ewalk'(e,x)] = Vx[Person'(x) -» -,3ewalk'(e,x)] 

DP:: XP.-,3x[person'(x) & P(x)] ^x.-,3ewalk'(e,x) 

Niemandd Xx —i3ewalk'(e,x) 

XP:: -,3 vP: walk'(e,x) 

II  I 
niett loopt 

Althoughh these semantic representations seem straightforward, it should be noted that 
thee only possible negative elements are negative quantifiers and the negative adverb 
niet.niet. Double Negation languages do not have an abstract negative operator. The main 
reasonn for this is that the presence of an abstract negative operator should be licensed 
byy a syntactic licensing mechanism, namely a marker that does not contribute to the 
negativee semantics of the sentence. Double Negation languages lack such markers by 
definition. . 
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8.1.44 Concluding remarks 

Inn this section it has been illustrated how the presented analysis of negation is able to 
explainn the syntactic and semantic properties of multiple negative expressions. The 
analysiss is based on the distinction between syntactic and semantic negation. The 
mainn difference between NC and DN languages is that in the first type of languages 
negationn is expressed as a result of a feature checking relation between elements 
carryingg [iNEG] and [uNEG]. Negation is the result of agreement between multiple 
[uNEG]]  features against a single negative operator Op- carrying [iNEG]. Double 
Negationn languages only have [iNEG] and due to the lack of [uNEG] features no 
negativee projection is realised for syntactic agreement between negative elements. 
II  have argued that the distinction between Strict and Non-Strict NC languages can be 
reducedd to the interpretability of the [NEG] feature of the negative marker: negative 
markerss in Strict NC languages carry [iNEG]; negative markers in Non-Strict NC 
languagess carry [uNEG], 

Inn the following section I wil l discuss a number of the consequences of this analysis. 
Firstt I wil l show that the analysis predicts the exact typological distribution one finds 
withh respect to the syntactic status of the negative marker and the occurrence of NC. 
Secondd I wil l show how this analysis accounts for several of the problems with 
respectt to NC that have been discussed in chapter 7. 

8.28.2 Predictions and remaining questions 

Inn this section, I wil l discuss the consequences of the analysis with respect to three 
differentt issues: (i) the typological distribution of NC languages; (ii) (syntactic) 
locality;; and (iii ) instances of n-words that appear to be interpreted negatively. 

AA discussion of the typological distribution is motivated by the necessity to explain 
thee generalisation between the syntactic status of negative markers and the occurrence 
off  NC that has been observed in chapter 5, and has been rephrased in syntactic terms 
inn chapter 6. I argued in chapter 7 that other theories of NC failed to predict the 
correctt typological distribution. In 8.2.1 I will show that the analysis presented here 
succeedss to predict this distribution correctly. 

Thee second issue, syntactic locality, is concerned with the clause-boundness of NC. 
Clause-boundnesss was one of the major arguments for proposing a theory of NC in 
termss of syntactic agreement rather than a theory that takes n-words to be NPI's. In 
thiss subsection, I wil l argue that NC is indeed subject to locality, and is not allowed to 
violatee island constraints. This prediction follows immediately from the theory of NC 
presentedd in 8.1. 

Inn chapter 7 we saw that analyses that take n-words not to be inherently (i.e. 
semantically)) negative need to account for instances in which n-words seem to 
acquiree a negative reading without being licensed by an overt licenser. This is for 
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instancee the case with fragmentary answers, n-words in conjunction or disjunction, or 
n-wordss that are dominated by the negative adverbial marker. 

II  wil l discuss the typological predictions in 8.2.1, the issue of locality in 8.2.2 and the 
instancess of seemingly negative n-words in 8.2.3 and 8.2.4. Subsection 8.2.5 contains 
somee concluding remarks. 

8.2.11 The typological distribution of NC 

Inn this subsection I wil l investigate the consequences for the typology of NC 
languages.. Languages differ with respect to the way they express negation: sentential 
negationn is either realised through syntactic negation, in which negation is expressed 
byy means of agreement between a (c)overt negative operator and a number of 
morpho-phonologicallyy negative elements that are marked for negation by a [uNEG] 
feature,, or it is expressed by means of semantic negation, in which every negative 
elementelement is semantically negative and corresponds to a negative operator. 

Thiss difference has some major consequences for the clausal structure of negative 
expressionss in NC languages vis a vis DN languages. In NC languages, negative 
expressionss need to have their [uNEG] feature checked against an element carrying 
[iNEG].. Following standard minimalist assumptions (Chomsky 1995, 2001, Bobaljik 
&&  Thrainsson 1996), feature checking of [F] involves a relation with a corresponding 
syntacticc head Fc. This means that all NC languages, as exemplified in section 8.1 
(andd also in chapter 6) require the presence of a functional category Neg, which heads 
aa functional projection NegP. As has been shown in chapter 6, every negative marker, 
exceptt negative adverbs in DN languages such as Dutch, are associated to one of the 
positionss in NegP. Hence the prediction is that NC languages can have negative head 
markers,, adverbial negative markers, or both. This prediction is born out as has been 
shownn for Czech/Italian, Standard French and Bavarian respectively. 

Inn DN languages, negation is expressed by means of semantic negation, which does 
nott involve any syntactic requirements with respect to negation. Negation is not a 
syntacticc category in these languages, and hence there is no functional projection 
NegP.. As there is no negative head Neg° in these languages, there are no negative 
headd markers, since these have to be associated with Neg°, which is absent in DN 
languages.. The only position a negative marker can occupy in these languages is a 
specifier/adjunctt position. Hence, contrary to NC languages, DN languages do not 
alloww negative head markers. This prediction is born out: in the set of studied 
languagess no language has been found that has a negative head marker, but does not 
exhibitt NC. 
Thus,, the following classification of languages can be made: 
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(87)) A typology of NC and DN languages 
Negative e 
Marker r 
NC C 
DN N 

Negativee Head 

Italian/Czech Italian/Czech 
0 0 

Negativee Head + 
Negativee Adverb 
StandardStandard French 
0 0 

Negative e 
Adverb b 
Bavarian Bavarian 
Dutch Dutch 

Notee that the typology in (87) corresponds exactly to the empirical observation that all 
languagess with a negative head marker are NC languages, but that not every language 
withh an adverbial negative marker only is a DN language. The following 
(unidirectional)) implication holds. 

(88)) If a language has a negative marker that is a syntactic head, the language 
exhibitss NC 

Thee analysis predicts correctly the observed distribution of NC languages with respect 
too the syntactic status of the negative marker. 

8.2.22 Locality 

Anotherr major consequence of this analysis concerns the fact that NC should be 
subjectt to syntactic locality constraints. This means that NC relations cannot be 
establishedd if two participating elements are in different syntactic domains. 
AA first consequence of the locality of NC is that it is clause-bound. This prediction is 
correct,, as we see in (89). The fact that NC is clause bound only follows if n-words 
aree taken to be syntactically marked for negation, and not NPI's. In the latter case NC 
wouldd be predicted not to be clause-bound. 

(89)) Non ho detto che nessuno e arrivato Italian 
Negg say.lSG that n-body has.iND arrived 
DN:: T don't say that nobody has arrived' 
*NC:: T don't say that anybody has arrived' 

Thee only two exceptions to this observation are instances of subjunctive clauses (cf. 
Haegemann 1995, Herburger 2001) (90) and neg raising (cf. Horn 1989) as (91). 

(90)) Non pretendo che nessuno dica niente 
Negg ask.lSG that n-body says.SUBj n-thing 
'II  don't ask that anybody says anything' 

(91)) Non credo che ha fatto niente 
Negg believe.lSG that has.3sg n-thing 
TT believe that he didn't do anything' 

Italian n 

Italian n 
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Ass I argued for in chapter 7.4, subjunctive clauses are not as complete clauses such as 
indicativee clauses, but they lack material in the CP layer. Giorgi (2004) argues that 
subjunctivess clauses do not block movement out of the clause. This is illustrated, for 
instance,, by the fact that long distance anaphora in embedded clauses can only refer to 
mainn clause antecedents if they are in a subjunctive clause and not if they are in an 
indicativee clause.275 In (92) subordinate proprie ('his own') can only refer to a main 
clausee antecedent if the subordinate Vfin clause is subjunctive. 

(92)) a. *Quel dittatorej ha detto che notiziari televisivi Italian 
parlerannoo a lunge delle propriej gesta 

Thee dictator has said that news.programs TV talk.FUR.lND at long of.the 
ownn deeds 

'Thee dictator said that the news programs will talk a lot about 
hiss own deeds' 

b.. Quel dittatorej ha detto che notiziari televisivi parlino a lunge delle 
proprie,, gesta 

Thee dictator has said that news.programs TV talk.FUT.SUBJ at long of.the 
ownn deeds 

'Thee dictator said that the news programs wil l talk a lot about 
hiss own deeds' 

Giorgii  accounts for these facts by assigning a different structure for subjunctive and 
indicativee clauses. Indicative clauses are said to have a full CP layer, containing 
ForcePP and FinP, whereas subjunctive clauses lack ForceP (cf. Rizzi 1997). 

(93)) a. [ForceP ... [FinP]] Indicatives 
b.. [FinP] Subjunctives 

Thee fact that subjunctive clauses are not islands with respect to syntactic operations 
accountss for the grammaticality of the NC reading of sentences such as (90). Both n-
wordss carry a [uNEG] feature, and these features wil l be checked against WOW N̂EGJ in 
thee matrix clause. 

(94)) iVo»[iNEG] pretendo [FinP che nessuno[&fZQ] dica niente^mG] ] 

Thee existence of Paratactic Negation (PN) is also explained by this mechanism as is 
illustratedd by (95). Recall that in chapter 3 I analysed verbs or prepositions with a 
negativee connotation as elements that are lexically decomposed in a negative and a 
non-negativee part. E.g. doubt is decomposed in not be sure. In syntactic terms these 
elementss carry an [iNEG] feature, and hence they can license n-words in subordinate 
clausess (96). 

2755 An exception is formed by cases in which no separate subjunctive form is available. In those cases 
Giorgii  argues that the indicative and subjunctive forms are phonologically identical. 
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(95)) Dudo que el bebé esté mirando a nadie Spanish 
Doubt.. 1SG that the baby is looking at n-thing 
'II  doubt that the baby is looking at anything' 

(96)) [Forcep Dudo[iNEG] [FinP que el bebé esté mirando a nadie[^is^]\] 

Paratacticc Negation has been regarded as one of the major arguments in favour of an 
analysiss of n-words in terms of NPI's. This is due to the fact that in most Downward 
Entailingg (DE) contexts n-words can be licensed, even outside the clause. However, as 
II  showed, this licensing is allowed by the fact that these subordinate clauses are 
subjunctive.. This explains why DE contexts are able to license n-words in subjunctive 
clauses:: subjunctive clauses express non-veridical propositions. Hence subjunctive 
clausess can be selected by DE matrix clauses, since all DE contexts are non-veridical 
(cf.. Zwarts 1995). As subjunctives clauses do not block agreement relations, n-words 
cann enter a feature checking relation with a DE element (carrying [iNEG]) in a higher 
clause. . 

Thee approach that NC is a form of syntactic agreement has been under attack by 
Giannakidouu (1997), who shows that NC relations in Catalan and Greek are allowed 
too violate other island constraints, such as adjunct islands. 

(97)) No vindra [perquè vulgui fer res amb ningü] Catalan 
Negg come.fut because want.SLJBJ do n-thing with nbody 
'Hee doesn't come because he wants to do something with somebody' 

However,, the minimal pair in (98) shows that this is due to the fact that the adjunct 
clausee is subjunctive. Hence it does not count as a counterargument against the claim 
thatt NC is a form of syntactic agreement. 

(98)) a. *No vindra perquè ha fet res amb ningü Catalan 
Negg come.fut because he has.lND done n-thing with n-body 
'Hee won't come because he has done something with somebody' 

b.. No vindra perquè hagi fet res amb ningü 
Negg come.fut because he has.sUBJ done n-thing with n-body 
'Hee won't come because he has done something with somebody' 

Thee other counterargument against NC being clause-bound is that NC is possible in 
so-calledd neg-raising structures. In these structures a negation in a matrix clause is 
interpretedd in the subordinate clause, and may establish an NC relation with other n-
wordss in this clause (cf. (91), repeated here as (99)). 

(99)) Non credo che ha fatto niente Italian 
Negg believe. lSG that has.3SG done n-thing 
'II  believe that he didn't do anything' 
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Notee that this sentence is interpreted as (100), in which the NC reading is predicted. 

(100)) Credo che non ha fatto niente Italian 
Believe.. lSG that neg has.3sg n-thing 
'II  believe that he didn't do anything' 

Negg raising is discussed at length in Horn (1989), who discusses different types of 
analyses:: syntactic analyses that take neg raising to be a form of movement (Fillmore 
1963,, Lakoff 1969, Kiparsky & Kiparsky 1971) and pragmatic analyses that argue 
thatt neg raising is the result of certain pragmatic implicatures (Partee 1970). 

II  wil l not discuss these analyses in details, since the exact analysis is not relevant to 
thee discussion here. I wil l restrict myself to showing that the behaviour of neg raising 
iss in line with the analysis of NC presented here. I argue that NC is a result of feature 
checkingg of multiple negative elements in a proper syntactic domain. This means that 
thee higher negative element in a neg raising construction is still associated with the 
positionn in the lower clause. The reading of (99) is identical to the reading of (100), 
becausee the position of non in (99) is associated to the position of non in (100). 
Thiss position is supported by the examples in (101) and (102). The reading of the neg 
raisedd construction in (101) is predicted to be be identical to the one in (102), which is 
indeedd the case. In (102) no NC reading is available (only a marginally accepted DN 
reading).. The same holds for (101), where non cannot establish an NC relation with 
nessuno.nessuno. The difference between (99)-(100) and (101)-(102) follows from the fact that 
nonnon is related to the Neg° position in the lower clause. Only if syntactic agreement 
betweenn the negative elements is possible there, NC is available if non is subject to 
negg raising. 

(101)) Non credo che nessuno ha telefonato Italian 
Negg believe, lsg that n-body has called 
*' II  believe that nobody called' 
'II  don't believe that nobody called' 
'II  believe that nobody didn't call' 

(102)) Credo che nessuno non ha telefonato Italian 
Negg believe, lsg that n-body has called 
*' II  believe that nobody called' 
'II  believe that nobody didn't call' 

Too conclude, NC obeys syntactic locality restrictions. The only two exceptions, 
subjunctivesubjunctive clauses and neg raising, have proven not to be counterarguments for this 
theory.. These exceptions follow from my analysis by adopting independently 
motivatedd assumptions, such as locality differences between indicative and 
subjunctivee clauses. 
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8.2.33 Sole n-words in NC languages 

Ann often presented counterargument against analyses of NC that take n-words to be 
semanticallyy non-negative is that one can find instances of n-words that appear to be 
inherentlyy negative. Two different kinds of examples can be given: examples of single 
n-wordss that acquire a negative interpretation (without being licensed overtly), and 
exampless of multiple negative constructions where the NC reading is not available. 
Exampless of the first type are: fragmentary answers (103), n-words in coordinated 
structuress (104), n-words in preverbal position in Non-Strict NC languages (105) and 
n-wordss that receive a vP-internal interpretation (i.e. an interpretation in which the 
negationn is dominated by an existential quantifier that binds the event variable) (106). 

(103)) ^A quién viste? jA nadie\ Spanish 
Too who saw.2sG? N-body 
'Whoo did you see? Nobody' 

(104)) Me caso contigo o con nadie Spanish 
II  marry with.you or with n-body 
ii  marry you or nobody (else)' 

(105)) Nessuno ha telefonato Italian 
N-bodyy has called 
'Nobodyy called' 

(106)) El bébé este mirando a nadie Spanish 
Thee baby is looking at n-body 
'Thee baby is looking at nothing' 

Exampless of the second kind will be given in 8.2.4. 

Inn this subsection I show that all these instances of seemingly negative n-words follow 
fromm my analysis, which takes n-words to be semantically non-negative elements. 
Severall  of these examples have already been discussed in chapter 7.2. Other examples 
havee not been accounted for. In this subsection I wil l briefly discuss the examples in 
(103)-(106). . 

Giannakidouu (2001) accounts for the acceptability of n-words in fragmentary answers 
inn terms of ellipsis. She suggests that the grammaticality of examples as (103) is the 
resultt of PF movement of the n-word to a sentence-initial position, and that the rest of 
thee sentence is deleted under ellipsis (107). 

(107)) [[A nadie]; [NegP no vió t,] 
Too n-body neg saw. 1SG 
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However,, this analysis faces a serious problem: it does not account for the fact that 
NPI'ss cannot occur in fragmentary answers. Giannakidou argued that this is due to the 
factt that NPI's such as awy-term cannot be emphasised. However, this restriction also 
holdss for NPI's that can be emphasised, such as Spanish un alma 'a single soul.' 

(108)) a. Who did you see? * Anybody! 
b.. ^A quién viste? *jA un alma! Spanish 

Too who saw.2SG? A single.soul 
'Whoo did you see? A single soul' 

Thee examples in (108) cannot be explained by arguing that NPI's are required to be c-
commandedd by a negative marker at surface structure. The examples from Czech in 
(4),, repeated as (109), show that NPI's can also be licensed to the left of the negative 
marker,, as long as they are dominated by the abstract Op^. This is shown in (109), 
wheree Qp_, is triggered by the presence of ne. 

(109)) Ani nohu isem (tarn) Kevidel. Czech 
Neg-evenn a-leg-ACC.SG I-am (there) neg-seen 
'II  haven't been seeing anyone' 

Hencee the analysis by Giannakidou, who argues that an overt negative operator that is 
deletedd under ellipsis licenses n-words, cannot account for the fact that NPI's in 
fragmentaryy answers cannot be licensed, contrary to n-words. 
II  argue that this fact follows from the analysis in which the negation is introduced by 
ann abstract negative operator, which is included in the derivation to establish a feature 
checkingg relation with n-words. As NPI licensing is not a syntactic, but a semantic 
phenomenon,, this agreement mechanism applies to n-words only, not to NPI's. 
Elementss with [uNEG] can trigger the presence of Op^, NPI's cannot. Hence I argue 
thatt n-words in fragmentary answers are licensed by Op  ̂ that is able to check their 
[uNEG]]  feature as in (110). 

(110)) [0/^[iNEG] [A nadie{^iEG]] . • • ] 2 7 6 

'Nobody' ' 

Thee question immediately arises why this negative operator is realised abstractly. The 
reasonn for this is straightforward: the overt negative operator is introduced if that is 
necessaryy for scopal reasons, otherwise it is left out. In (103) the scope is already clear 
fromm the position of a nadie in the fragmentary answer. 

Thiss analysis also accounts for the acceptability of sole n-words in coordinated 
structure,, e.g. after a disjunction as in (104). In chapter 7.2 I argued that these 
constructionss are unvalid counterarguments against the claim that n-words are 

2766 The question whether this construction contains abstract material that has been deleted under 
ellipsis,, or the semantics of the negative quantifier plus the negation are sufficient yield the proper 
interpretationn is left aside. 
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semanticallyy non-negative. Depending on the view on coordination (cf. Merchant 
2003)) two different explanations of these examples are possible: either the second 
disjunctt contains a copy of the matrix clause (containg a negative marker carrying 
[iNEG])) that is deleted under ellipsis, or the disjuncted n-word is licensed by Op^. 

(111)) a. [[Me caso contigo] o [me no^^ê  casocon nadie\^is^,}}} 
b.. [[M e caso contigo] o [Op ,[JNEG] con "T^>[ UNEG|]] 

'II  marry you or nobody' 

Thee example in (105) addresses the question why in Non-Strict NC languages 
preverball  subject n-words occur in the clause without a negative marker. In 8.1.2 I 
explainedd in detail that this is related to the fact that an n-word cannot dominate the 
negativee operator and that the preverbal negative marker in Non-Strict NC languages 
iss the overt negative operator. 

Thee example in (106), finally, also follows directly from the analysis. Herburger 
(2000)) showed that n-words may occur solely in postverbal position, but that the 
interpretationn of these constructions is different from sentential negation. The 
example,, repeated below, has an interpretation as in (113). 

(112)) El bébé esta mirando a nadie Spanish 
Thee baby is looking at n-body 
'Thee baby is looking at nothing' 

(113)) 3e[look'(e) & Agent(e, b) & -i3x[PersoiT(x) & Patientje, x)]] 

Thiss interpretation follows immediately from the theory. The negative marker no is 
absentt in this sentence. This marker is included only if required for scope reasons, i.e. 
too express sentential negation. In this case, the n-word must be licensed by an 
immediatelyy dominating abstract operator as in (114). Note that in this construction 
thee negation is too low to bind the event variable (that is introduced at v°). Hence the 
eventt variable wil l be bound under existential closure introduced by a different 
operatorr at a later stage. 

(114)) [El bébé [v- esta mirando [O/^JNEG] [a ««^[«NES]] ] ]] 

Itt follows that all instances of sole n-words in NC languages can be explained by this 
theory. . 

8.2.44 DN in NC languages 

Anotherr set of counterarguments against the analysis that n-words are semantically 
non-negativee is formed by constructions consisting of multiple n-words that do not 
establishh an NC relation with each other. Examples are n-words occurring in different 
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clausess (see 8.2.1), n-words followed by the negative adverbial marker in languages 
thatt exhibit overt scrambling (115), preverbal n-words followed by a negative marker 
inn Non-Strict NC languages (116), and n-words in focus position (117). 

(115)) ... da Valere nie ketent van niemand {en) is277 West Flemish 
.... that Valere neg happy of n-body neg is 
' .... that Valere is not happy with nobody' 

(116)) ?Nessuno non ha telefonato Italian 
N-bodyy neg has talked 
'Nobodyy didn't call' 

(117)) No ho telefonato a NESSUNO! Italian 
Negg have. 1 sg called to n-body 
'II  didn't call nobody!' 

Thee fact that NC relations obey locality conditions is discussed in detail in 8.2.1, and I 
wil ll  not repeat this discussion here. 

Interestingg examples are cases such as (115). In these cases the n-word is in a vP in 
situu position, but it cannot be licensed by the abstract negative operator that checks the 
[uNEG]]  feature of nie. This is the case in all NC languages that exhibit scrambling, 
suchh as West Flemish, Bavarian and the varieties of Dutch that have been discussed in 
chapterr 4. In 8.1.1 I argued that, contrary to e.g. Romance languages, NC languages 
suchh as West Flemish and Bavarian need to overtly move n-words to a higher position 
(higherr than vP) in order to participate in an NC relationship. This scrambling is 
motivatedd for scopal reasons, i.e. to express sentential negation: just as Romance 
languagess mark sentential negation by means of a negative marker that indicates that 
Op^Op  ̂should be higher than vP, languages such as Bavarian and West Flemish move 
thee n-words themselves to a position higher than vP in order to render sentential 
negationn (i.e. binding the event variable by a negative operator). However, this 
movementt is absent in (115), indicating the n-words may be licensed in situ, i.e. by an 
Op^Op  ̂ that cannot check we's [uNEG] feature. Hence, in order to check nie's [uNEG] 
featuree a second Op  ̂ is introduced in the clause, yielding a DN reading. 

(118)) [... da Valere [Negp QP-,[ÏNEG] [vp «/^[«NEG] ketent van 
[O/MiNEG]]  [«/CTWfl/w/[tf*G ] (e«[«NE6]) i s] ] ] ] ] 

Thee example in (116) appears to violate the condition that preverbal n-words may not 
bee followed by a negative marker. However, this construction is marginally 
acceptablee if the subject n-word is stressed; then it yields a DN reading. Again this 
followss from the fact that the negative operator non in Italian cannot license the 
subjectt n-word, as the negative operator needs to dominate n-words in order to 

Takenn from Haegeman (1995): 142. 
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establishh NC relationships. However, if a second, abstract Op- is introduced, e.g. in a 
focuss position in the CP layer, this violation is repaired. Hence these sentences get a 
DNN reading. 

(119)) [FOCP O/MINEG] [nessunoi&i&z] [Negp «O«[JNEGJ ha telefonato]]] 

Thiss analysis is supported by the fact that focus appears to be able to license n-words 
anyway,, as is shown in the fourth example in (117). Assuming that the focused n-
wordd has to move over the negative operator covertly, it can no longer be bound by 
thee negative operator non. Hence a second negative operator is included to license 
NESSUNO,NESSUNO, and a DN reading is yielded. 

(120)) [FocP Op [,NEG] [NESSUNOIHUEG], [NegP WO/7[INEG] ha telefonato ts]] ] 

Itt has been shown that every instance of DN in NC languages follows from the theory 
thatt has been presented in 8.1. The checking requirements of negative elements 
triggerr the presence of an abstract negative operator. If this negative operator is 
unablee to check the [uNEG] features of all negative elements, a second Op  ̂ is 
requiredd to check these features. Hence the self-licensing mechanism allows DN 
constructionss if licensing by a single Op  ̂ is prohibited for syntactic or semantic 
reasons.. Instances of DN in NC languages therefore do not count as counterarguments 
againstt the analysis that n-words are semantically non-negative. 

8.2.55 Concluding remarks 

Inn this section I showed that the typological classification that has been observed in 
chapterr 5 follows from the theory of NC. 
Second,, the fact that NC is subject to syntactic locality also follows. I showed that 
counterargumentss against this observation are the result of the fact that subjunctive 
clausess do not show the same blocking effects as indicative clauses, or the result of 
negneg raising. 
Third,, the assertion that n-words are semantically non-negative requires an 
explanationn for instances of sole n-words that are interpreted negatively. I argued that 
thee introduction of an abstract Op  ̂does not create higher scope, and should therefore 
bee introduced as low as possible. From this requirement explanations for the 
grammaticalityy of sole n-words in fragmentary answers, coordinated structures, 
pree verbal and post verbal position fall out naturally. 
Finallyy I showed that this mechanism does not only predict instances of sole n-words, 
butt also of multiple negative expressions that do not yield NC readings. 
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8.38.3 Learnability and language change 

Althoughh the analysis that I proposed correctly predicts the readings and acceptability 
off  multiple negative expressions, two question remain: (i) how does a speaker of a 
languagee know whether a language exhibits syntactic or semantic negation; and (ii ) 
howw does the diachronic development of the expression of sentential negation relate to 
thee diachronic development of the interpretation of multiple negation. In this section I 
wil ll  address these questions. 

Inn 8.3.1 I wil l present a learning mechanism that explains how a language learner 
knowss whether (s)he has to express sentential negation by means of syntactic negation 
orr semantic negation. In 8.3.2 I wil l describe the relation between NC and the 
Jespersenn Cycle. 

8.3.11 The acquisition of negation 

Myy analysis of sentential negation and NC is flexible in the sense that it does not take 
negationn as a universal syntactic category: several languages express negation by 
meanss of a syntactic feature checking mechanism, which enables negation to project; 
otherr languages have no syntactic category negation at their disposal, and negation 
doess not project in these languages. Since the property of negation is subject to cross-
linguisticc variation, negation as a syntactic category cannot be taken as part of UG. 
Hencee the fact that a language exhibits syntactic or semantic negation should be the 
resultt of first language (LI ) acquisition. 

Thee process of acquiring negation has been investigated and it wil l not be discussed 
here,, since the questions of how, at what age and under which conditions children 
exactlyy acquire negation as a syntactic category do not relate directly to the 
discussion.. In this subsection I wil l sketch the general principle behind this learning 
process. . 

Thee core of the mechanism is that negation is acquired as a syntactic category if and 
onlyy if there is positive evidence for this syntactic category in the LI input. If there is 
noo positive evidence, the language learner will not acquire a syntactic category 
negation. . 
Thee obvious question then is what forms the cue for such a syntactic category. In 
chapterr 6 and 8 I argued that the negative projection was instantiated in order to 
establishh a feature checking relation with negative elements carrying [uNEG]. If there 
aree no [uNEG] features present, there is no need to assume the presence of functional 
headd Neg° to check these features. Hence if there are no features [uNEG] present in 
thee LI input, there is no syntactic category negation. 
Howw does the LI learner determine the interpretability of [NEG] features? The LI 
inputt for the language learner consists of pairs of syntactic structures and 
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correspondingg meanings. Now, a LI learner of Dutch receives sentences in his input 
thatt correspond to negative meanings: 

(121)) a. Jan loopt niet —,walk'(j) 
Jann walks neg 

b.. Jan ziet niets -,3x.[Thing'(x) & see'(j, x)] 
Jann sees neg 

c.. Niemand houdt van Marie -i3x.[Person'(y) & Hke'(y, m)] 
N-bodyy likes Mary 

Sincee all negative elements in (121) correspond to a negation in the semantics, the 
languagee learner wil l take these negative elements to be negative operators and they 
wil ll  be assigned [iNEG] only. The language learner has no trigger to assign one of 
thesee elements [uNEG] and therefore the language learner does not acquire [uNEG] 
features. . 

However,, things are different inNC languages. Suppose that a similar set of sentences 
iss offered to a LI learner of Italian: 

(122)) a. Gianni non ha telefonato —.call'(g) 
Giannii  neg has called 

b.. Gianni non ha telefonato a nessuno -i3x.[Person'(x) & calP(g, x)] 
Giannii  neg has called to n-body 

c.. Nessuno ha telefonato -.3x.[Person'(x) & call'(x)] 
N-bodyy has called 

Inn (122)a the language learner can still assign [iNEG] to non, since it corresponds to 
thee negative operator. However, in (122)b, the LI learner is confronted with two 
negativee elements, that correspond to one negation only. Therefore only one of the 
twoo negative elements can carry [iNEG]. Given that non carries [iNEG], this implies 
thatt nessuno has to carry [uNEG]: it is an element that is morpho-phonologically 
markedd for negation, but it does not contribute to the negative semantics of the 
sentence.. Given that feature checking is always against a higher, c-commanding 
element,, the analysis that non carries [uNEG] and nessuno [iNEG] is ruled out. Since 
thee LI takes n-words to carry [uNEG], and a sentence like (122)c does not consist of 
overtt elements carrying [iNEG], the LI learner also acquires the abstract negative 
operatorr Öp îNEG]-

Inn Strict NC languages such as Czech, things are slightly different. On the basis of 
(123)a,, the LI learner can assign [iNEG] to ne. From this it would follow that the n-
wordd nikoho carries [uNEG]. However, this leads to a serious problem, since the 
featuree checking relation for (123)c cannot be explained (nor the proper semantics of 
thee NC reading). The only way to resolve this is to reinterpret ne as [uNEG] and to 
assumee the presence of Op^NEG] in all sentences in (123). 
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Thee difference between Strict and Non-Strict NC languages then is that in Non-Strict 
NCC languages, such as Italian or Spanish, constructions as in (123)c are not present in 
thee LI input, so that the negative marker remains [iNEG] in these languages during 
thee L1 acquisition. 

(123)) a. Milan «<?vidi -.see'(m) 
Milann neg.sees 

b.. Milan nevidi nikoho -n3x.[Person'(x) & see'(m, x)] 
Milann neg.sees n-body 

c.. Nikdo ne\o\k. -,3x.[PersoiT(x) & call'(x)] 
N-bodyy neg.calls 

Byy adopting this simple learning mechanism, one can abstractly describe how the 
languagee learner acquires the (un)interpretability of [NEG] features. If the language 
containss [uNEG] features, the LI learner learns that such a language exhibits syntactic 
negation.. If it does not contain the [uNEG] features, sentential negation is expressed 
byy means of semantic negation. 

Notee that this input-output mechanism also accounts for diachronic change. If 
languagess change with respect to the phonological strength or frequency of the 
presencee of negative markers, the L1 learner may decide to assign different status to 
thee [NEG] features. Hence, diachronic change along the lines of the Jespersen Cycle 
mayy trigger the occurrence or the disappearance of NC. This phenomenon I wil l 
exploree in the following subsection. 

8.3.22 NC and the Jespersen Cycle 

Inn this subsection, I re-address the (uni-directional) relation between the Jespersen 
CycleCycle and NC. The overview presented in chapters 4 and 5 has shown that not all 
Jespersenn Phase V languages are NC languages, whereas the other Phases consist of 
NCC languages only. This classification falls out naturally: if a language lacks NC, it 
doess not have a NegP at its disposal, and hence no position that may be associated 
withh a negative head. The negative marker in DN languages can only occur in a vP 
adjunctt position, and thus it is a syntactic phrase. As a consequence of this, all 
languagess that have a negative marker X° are NC languages. The diachronic change 
off  NC into DN or vice versa can thus only take place if a language develops from a 
Jespersenn IV language into a Jespersen V language, or if a language develops from 
Jespersenn Phase V into Phase VI. In this subsection I wil l discuss these changes in 
detail:: the development of French from Phase IV to Phase V, and the development of 
Englishh from Phase V to Phase VI. 

Standardd French is a Phase III language, but in Colloquial French the negative marker 
iss almost completely gone. Hence the fact that Colloquial French still has an optional 
negativee head marker is no longer a cue for French as an NC language. Therefore, 
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Colloquiall  French is open to a change from NC to DN. This follows from the learning 
mechanismm presented in 8.3.1. 

(124)) a. Jean ne mange rien Standard French 
Jeann neg eats n-thing 
'Johnn doesn't eat anything" 

b.. Jean mange rien Coll. French 
Jeann eats n-thing 
'Johnn doesn't eat anything' 

Inn (124)a, a language learner is forced to assign [uNEG] to rien, but that is no longer 
thee case in the second sentence. The sentence (124)b could be analysed as rien 
carryingg [uNEG], licensed by an abstract Op^, or as rien carrying [iNEG]. The only 
cuee to distinguish between these two options is the frequency of constructions such as 
(125). . 

(125)) Personne dit rien 
N-bodyy says n-thing 
'Nobodyy said anything1 

AA sufficient number of Negative Spread expressions such as (125) may form a cue to 
assignn [uNEG] to n-words such as rien. It is therefore predicted that colloquial French 
cann be divided in two different classes: NC Colloquial French and DN Colloquial 
French.. This classification is indeed found in current French (cf. De Swart & Sag 
2002).. Speakers differ with respect to a NC or DN interpretation of sentences as in 
(125)) and to many speakers they may even be ambiguous. 

Thee fact that languages differ with respect to keeping NC properties after losing the 
preverball  negative marker is also illustrated in Dutch microvariation. Although most 
southernn and northern varieties lack a preverbal negative marker en/ne, some varieties 
stilll  exhibit NC, whereas others do not. 

Thee reverse development has been reported for English, where, as discussed in 
chapterr 3.3.3, the negative marker n 't gradually takes over the role of the main bearer 
off  negation. The fact that n 't is an X° is a cue for the occurrence of NC. Although 
Englishh is officially a DN language, many varieties of English are nowadays NC 
varieties.. This is not only restricted to well known NC varieties, such as Black 
Americann English Also the majority of British English dialects exhibit NC (cf. 
Anderwaldd 2002). 
Anotherr argument that supports the analysis that English is underlyingly an NC 
languagee is the fact that English expresses sentential negation by using NPI's for 
indefinitee arguments or adverbial expressions. Although I have emphasised that the 
behaviourr of English awy-terms is crucially different from that of n-words, the surface 
formss of such expressions are more similar to Romance NC expressions than to the 
Dutch/Germann way of expressing such constructions. Moreover, the inclusion of any-
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termss forms an indication for the hearer that the expression is negative, similar to the 
inclusionn of n-words in NC languages. Although the sentences in (126) are both 
grammaticall  and truth-conditionally equivalent, (126)a is the preferred expression. 

(126)) a. I didn't buy (any) sausages 
b.. I bought no sausages 

Thee change in English with respect to the expression of sentential negation induces 
thee occurrence of NC, as predicted by the theory of NC presented in this chapter. 

8.48.4 Conclusion 

Inn this chapter I have presented my theory of NC. As I put forward in the introduction 
off  this chapter a theory of NC should be syntactically, semantically and typologically 
adequate.. I conclude that the theory I presented meets these three criteria. It accounts 
forr cross-linguistic variation with respect to the syntactic status and position of 
negativee markers; it accounts for the fact that n-words do not behave as NPI's or 
negativee quantifiers, but as non-negative indefinites, which carry a formal feature 
[uNEG].. Finally, from this theory the typological classification of NC languages 
followss immediately. Hence it also meets the third criterion: typological adequacy. 

Thee theory explains the difference between NC languages and DN languages by 
assumingg that NC languages have grammaticalised negation: it has become part of 
theirr syntactic vocabulary. DN languages have not grammaticalised negation, which 
meansmeans that all available lexical information with respect to negation is directly 
interpretedd at LF without giving rise to the syntactic operations Move or Agree. The 
differencee between Strict and Non-Strict NC languages simply follows from the 
interpretationall  status of the negative marker itself. 
Ann advantage of this theory is that the parameterisation in a particular language with 
respectt to NC follows from the lexical properties of negative elements in that 
language.. These lexical properties differ only with respect to their [NEG] feature 
values.. The feature values (u/i) for [NEG] features are in their turn the result of LI 
acquisition,, driven by a simple input-output mechanism. 

Moreover,, several notorious problems with respect to NC, such as fragmentary 
answers,, n-words that seem to introduce negation, or the clause-boundedness of NC 
havee been explained. 

Somee questions remain open, or are left aside. I wil l discuss three of these questions. 
First,, the exact differences in interpretation of sentences with a negative subject in 
preverball  or postverbal position have not been discussed in detail. Ladusaw (1994) 
arguess that (127)a has a categorical reading and (127)b is thetic. Giannakidou (1999) 
arguess that this categorical reading of nadie is the result of movement of the n-word to 
Spec,NegP.. Giannakidou argues (following Ladusaw) that material in Spec,NegP 
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constitutess the restrictive clause of the negative operator, turning Op  ̂ into a tripartite 
quantifier.. If Spec,NegP does not contain material other than Op^, as is the case with 
postverball  nadie in (127) the n-word is part of the nucleus of Op  ̂ and therefore the 
negativee operator is not a tripartional quantifier (and thus unable to yield a categorical 
reading).. Others (cf. Herburger 2000) argue that topicalisation of XP's always turns 
thee XP into a quantifier. Therefore no special account for the difference between 
theticc and categorical readings needs to be provided, as it is a mere consequence of 
subjectt topicalisation. I leave this issue aside for further research. 

(127)) a. Nadie vino Spanish 
b.. Non vino nadie 

'Nobodyy came' 

AA second open question is the possibility of extraction of negation from a negative 
quantifierr in DN languages. Penka & Von Stechow (2002) show that in expression 
suchh as (128) the negation dominates the deontic modal verb, whereas the existential 
partt of the quantifier remains under the scope of the modal. 

(128)) Du muss kein Krawatte anziehen German 
Youu must no ties put on 
'Itt is not obligatory that you wear a tie' 

Penkaa & Von Stechow argue that all negative quantifiers are semantically non-
negative,, and should be licensed by an abstract negative operator. They argue that the 
differencee between NC and DN languages can be reduced to the locality conditions of 
n-wordd licensing: DN languages have their n-words licensed immediately, whereas 
NCC languages can have several n-words licensed by a single Op^. However, this runs 
againstt the observation that only NC languages have an abstract negation at their 
disposall  and predicts that there is no relation between the status of the negative 
markerr and NC, as all languages exhibit a NegP. The interaction between negation 
andd modality, an interesting, yet hardly explored terrain, therefore remains subject of 
futuree research. 

Finally,, the learning mechanism that I presented in 8.3.1 has been applied to negation 
only.. Although this mechanism correctly describes the results of the acquisition of 
NC,, it should be applied to other functional domains such as Wh, tense or agreement 
ass well. In Zeijlstra (2004c) I propose a more general version of the mechanism in 
8.3.1,, showing that it also explains the typological classification of pro drop and V-to-
II  movement. 


